Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Semi-supervised relational learning methods aim to classify unlabeled nodes in a partially-labeled graph by leveraging information about both the labeled and unlabeled nodes, and their connectivity. In particular, the methods exploit relational dependencies in the graph to jointly make predictions about unlabeled nodes. Prior work on semi-supervised learning in graphs has typically defined relational features via aggregation over the features of neighboring nodes, and then unknown class labels are inferred iteratively using approximate inference algorithms (e.g., Label Propagation (LP) \[[@CR22]\], Gibbs sampling \[[@CR15]\]). However, many previous methods are limited in their ability to leverage complex neighborhood patterns for learning and inference. For example, while LP works well in simple scenarios, it only exploits direct edges to make predictions on unlabeled examples. While information can propagate across the graph, messages are only passed among direct neighbors, which can be inadequate in complex, sparse graphs with few labels. Recently, Graph Convolution Networks (GCNs) \[[@CR10]\] were proposed to exploit message passing functions to aggregate nearby neighbors and learn a latent representation of each node, which is then used for predicting node labels. However, GCN mainly aims to learn neighbors' attribute patterns---they are not typically used in partially-labeled graphs with few attributes. In this case, *collective inference* is needed during learning, so that patterns among neighbor *class labels* can also be used in the model. In this work, we propose REGNN, a graph neural network architecture for enhancing the accuracy of label propagation, which uses a *role equivalence* attention mechanism to facilitate reasoning with higher-order relationships among labeled nodes.

To move beyond direct neighbors and exploit longer range information in sparse graphs, recent work has effectively incorporated higher-order relationships and paths into relational models (e.g., high-order GCNs \[[@CR1]\] and GraRep \[[@CR2]\]). Our proposed approach REGNN, considers high-order (or $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k^{th}$$\end{document}$ order) proximity matrices and extends the existing high-order-based GCNs to leverage inferences about unlabeled nodes via neighborhood at various distances. Since reasoning with higher-order paths (i.e., large *k*) increases the computational complexity of learning[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}, we propose a more efficient mini-batch learning method.

Incorporating higher-order paths can increase the relational signal by considering *nearby* but not directly linked nodes, however, it can also increase noise due to spurious connections as neighborhood size increases. To account for this and enable the model to *learn* which distant nodes are more relevant, we propose a novel attention mechanism based on *role equivalence*, a social network property that quantifies similarity among nodes based on their relational context. The attention mechanism is used to merge the multiple node representations learned from the set of high-order-based GCNs. Our experiments show that attention based on *role equivalence* works significantly better in the context of label propagation.Fig. 1.Examples of capturing roles: (a) by High-order paths (b) by Similarity-based attention. (Color figure online)

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a--b show examples that high-order path and attention can help to capture roles in the label propagation scenarios. Each node and edge indicate a user and an interaction during a semester, respectively. Note that colors represent class labels, yellow for student, blue for faculty, and green for staff. In Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a, we are trying to predict the label of a user D, who is a faculty. When we use just direct neighbors, it is not possible to predict the true label of node D by label propagation. However, as the high-order paths from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2^{nd}$$\end{document}$ order neighbors are considered, the label of D could be successfully predicted. Like this example, high-order paths are potentially useful to learn the underlying hierarchical roles such as advisor-student in a citation network and admin-member relationships in a University group on Facebook. When we just stack a GCN layer multiple times, it is also difficult to learn this kind of information because their aggregation is always from direct neighbors. Meanwhile, if a user is surrounded by nodes with diverse class labels, the magnitude of nearby labels can often mislead prediction. In this case, if latent representations are known/estimated, the model can put more importance on neighbors with similar representations. In Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b, we are trying to predict the label of node F, who is also a faculty member. Although the node F has more students or staffs as neighbors, node G and H are likely to have similar representations to the representation of node F in the latent space, so that they can be weighted more heavily when aggregating. Our aim is to have REGNN exploit both these ideas, by combining high-order paths with a role similarity-based attention layer.

Related Work {#Sec2}
============

*Semi-Supervised Node Classification.* Previous semi-supervised node classification algorithms learn a model to predict unknown class labels in a partially labeled graph. For example, LP \[[@CR22]\] and ICA \[[@CR15]\] estimate labels of unlabeled nodes using the local inference. Recently, graph embedding methods have been proposed to learn low-dimensional representations of nodes by leveraging many relational properties such as random walk (e.g., Node2Vec \[[@CR8]\]), high-order paths (e.g., GraRep \[[@CR2]\] and NEU \[[@CR19]\]), structural similarities (e.g., Struc2Vec \[[@CR13]\]).

*Graph Neural Networks (GNN).* In addition, graph neural networks architectures (e.g., GCN \[[@CR10]\]) also have attracted a lot of attention. Recently, high-order path information was also incorporated into GCNs. HA-GCN \[[@CR23]\] and N-GCN \[[@CR1]\] proposed joint graph neural network architectures that take attributed high-order proximity matrices. However, while high-order GCNs show more robust performance on node classification, computing the high-order paths from the proximity matrices can be quite inefficient.

*Attention-Based GNNs.* Graphs are often complex and noisy, so many researchers have incorporated the concept of "attention" into semi-supervised classification. For example, GAT \[[@CR18]\] proposed a self-attention-based graph neural network, which decides importance using an edge-wise weighted sum by leveraging rich attributes. However, this attention mechanism has been shown to not be very effective when the data contain attributes with low homophily or there are no attributes. Meanwhile, VAIN \[[@CR9]\] proposed kernel-based attention mechanisms for multi-agent modeling. However, they exploit the similarity between nodes along with direct edges only in an attributed graph. In contrast, we design a novel similarity-based kernel based on the concept of *role equivalence* attention and extend it to incorporate neighbors at various distances (thus, high-order paths) in the setting of label propagation.

Role Equivalence {#Sec3}
================

First, we include the mathematical definitions of structural equivalence \[[@CR11]\] and regular equivalence \[[@CR5]\] below. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {N}(u)$$\end{document}$ refer to the neighbors of node *u*.

Definition 1 {#FPar1}
------------

(*Structural Equivalence*) A pair of nodes *u* and *v* are *structurally* equivalent, if the neighbors of node *u* and *v* are the same. Thus, *u* and *v* are structurally equivalent iff $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {N}(u) = \mathcal {N}(v)$$\end{document}$.

Definition 2 {#FPar2}
------------

(*Regular Equivalence*) A pair of nodes *u* and *v* are *regularly* equivalent if the roles of their neighbors are the same. Let *r*(*i*) be the role of node *i*. Thus, *u* and *v* are regularly equivalent iff $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\bigr \{r(i) \, | \, i \in \mathcal {N}(u) \bigr \} = \bigr \{ r(j) \, | \, j \in \mathcal {N}(v) \bigr \}$$\end{document}$.

Regular equivalence states that nodes play the same role if they have connections to nodes with similar roles \[[@CR6]\]. There can be many valid ways of grouping nodes into equivalence role sets for a given graph, and regular equivalence is often defined recursively. Based on the above definitions, we can approximate the notion of regular equivalence based on positions in latent space.

Definition 3 {#FPar3}
------------

(*Role Equivalence in latent (embedding) space*) A pair of nodes *u* and *v* are *role* equivalent in latent space if their set of neighbors in latent space are the same. If neighbors are defined by distance in latent space, then *u* and *v* will have the same neighbors if their representations are equal. Let *f*(*i*) be the latent representation of node *i*. Thus, *u* and *v* are role equivalent in latent space iff *f*(*u*) = *f*(*v*).

Using Definition [3](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"}, we propose a graph neural network architecture with the attention layer based on *role equivalence* among nodes in the following section. Note that the term, *role (or structural)-equivalence*, has been also used in many different ways (e.g., similarities in triangles, betweenness, k-paths, k-stars, k-cliques, subgraph patterns/graphlets, and feature-based MF). In this paper, we use the term *role-equivalence* to refer to Definition [3](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"}.

REGNN Architecture {#Sec4}
==================

*Problem Formulation and Notation.* Given an undirected graph $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G =(V,E)$$\end{document}$, where *V* is a set of vertices and *E* is a set of edges. *A* is an adjacency matrix of *G*. *V* is composed of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$V_L$$\end{document}$ (labeled vertices) and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$V_U$$\end{document}$ (unlabeled vertices). $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Y_L$$\end{document}$ is constructed as a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|V| \times C$$\end{document}$ class label matrix. Again, for each labeled node $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i \in Y_L$$\end{document}$ with class label $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$y_i=c$$\end{document}$, we set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Y_L[i,\cdot ]=0$$\end{document}$ otherwise. If node *j* is in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Y_L[j,:]=0$$\end{document}$. This $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Y_L$$\end{document}$ will be fed to our REGNN with the adjacency matrix *A*. Thus, the goal of REGNN is to estimate the class labels of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Y_L$$\end{document}$ and *A*, which is a transductive learning setting.
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                \begin{document}$$k^{th}$$\end{document}$ Order GCN Layers for Label Propagation {#Sec5}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To learn high-order path-based GCN, we initially construct *K* different GCN layers. For the layers, adjacency matrices, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$A, A^2, ..., A^K$$\end{document}$, which have different orders, are fed as input. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$A^k$$\end{document}$ is obtained by self-multiplying the adjacency matrix *A* *k*-times. Then the (*i*, *j*) entry of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$A^k$$\end{document}$ is the number of *k*-hop paths from *i* to *j*. With these high-order adjacency matrices, we can define $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K \times M$$\end{document}$ high-order convolution operators. The node representations in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m^{th}$$\end{document}$ layer with an adjacency matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} H^{(m+1)}_k = \text {ReLU}\left( \hat{A}^{k} H^{(m)}_k W^m_k\right) , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat{A}^k \!=\! min\left( \tilde{D}_k^{-1/2} \left( A^k + I \right) \tilde{D}_k^{-1/2}, 1\right) $$\end{document}$. In Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Y_L$$\end{document}$ represents known class labels, which are fed to the first GCN layers. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$W^m_k$$\end{document}$ is a trainable weight matrix for the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k^{th}$$\end{document}$ order GCN, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tilde{D}_{k}$$\end{document}$ is the degree matrix of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat{A}^k$$\end{document}$ takes the average of neighboring nodes' representation from each of high-order adjacency matrices. Note that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$W^m_k \in \mathbb {R}^{s_{(m)} \times s_{(m+1)}}$$\end{document}$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s_{(m+1)}$$\end{document}$ is the size of output representation for the next layer. Therefore, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {R}^{C \times s_{(2)}}$$\end{document}$, where *C* is the number of class labels. This indicates that propagated labels are transformed by the matrix multiplication. The representation of the last GCN layer, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H^{(M+1)}_k$$\end{document}$, is additionally passed through another softmax function to normalize the latent representations.

Role Equivalence Attention Layers {#Sec6}
---------------------------------

The last layers of REGNN play an important role in jointly learning multiple representations via different high-order paths. In this paper, our role equivalence attention uniquely merges their characteristics in the following ways:

**Concatenation Layer.** Outputs from the previous high-order GCNs are concatenated before they are fed into the self-attention layer. There are *K* outputs, one from each of the high-order GCNs: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H_K^{M+1}$$\end{document}$. The outputs are concatenated corresponding to the axis of the representation column. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q_i^k \in \mathbb {R}^{s_{(M+1)}}$$\end{document}$ be a latent representation of node *i* from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H_k^{M+1}[i, :] = q_i^k$$\end{document}$. After the concatenation, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q^{con}_i = \overset{ K }{ \underset{ k=1 }{ \parallel } } q_i^k$$\end{document}$.

**Attention Layer.** The self-attention layer measures the degree of *role equivalence* (Definition [3](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"}) among nodes to place more importance on structurally similar neighbors. The intermediate representations of the last high-order GCN layers are used for defining the role, thus $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f(i):=q_i^{con}$$\end{document}$. In this layer, by considering role equivalence, we can incorporate structural information into node classification. To measure the degree of role equivalence, we additionally define a quantitative measure of role equivalence in latent space with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {RE}\bigr (f(i), f(j)\bigr ) = (1/Z) e^{\beta cos\bigr (f(i), f(j)\bigr )}$$\end{document}$, *cos* refers to cosine similarity, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$ is a hyperparameter that moderates attention, which we estimate during learning. Note that we do not consider self-loops when computing similarity. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {RE}\bigr (f(i), f(j)\bigr )$$\end{document}$ measures how close nodes *i* and *j* are to being role equivalent (i.e., if the latent representations are unit vectors, then the two are equal when their cosine similarity is 1).

**Final Softmax Layer.** To predict node class labels, a final softmax function is used. Here, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Importance Sampling for Scalability {#Sec7}
-----------------------------------

Calculating Eq. ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), requires the loss to be summed over all the nodes labeled together. A batch algorithm cannot handle large-scale datasets due to the difficulty of fitting the full graph in GPU memory and slow convergence. Even worse, the dense neighbors from high-order paths reduce the scalability of the model with respect to both time and space. To overcome the limitation, we propose an efficient sampling-based learning method. Consider the representation of a node *u* in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Relationship to Label Propagation (LP) {#Sec8}
--------------------------------------
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Similarly, we can reformulate the GCN. Denote $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Complexity Analysis {#Sec9}
-------------------

When batch size is considered, the time complexity of learning REGNN (before importance sampling) is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Experimental Evaluation {#Sec10}
=======================

*Data and Experimental Setup.* We use six real-world network datasets for evaluation. Cora, Citeseer, PubMed, and NELL are publicly available citation network datasets \[[@CR20]\]. Facebook ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|V|\!\,=\,\!4038, |E|\!=\!65794, C\!=\!2$$\end{document}$) is drawn from the Purdue University network \[[@CR12]\], and the data were randomly sampled to make its class labels' proportion to 50/50. For Friendster \[[@CR16]\] ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|V|\!=\!43880, |E|\!=\!145407, C\!=\!4$$\end{document}$), only 30% of the training data is used to make the label ratio equal. Additionally, we generated a mirrored-Karate network to verify how roles are learned in our model. LR (Logistic Regression), LP \[[@CR22]\], GhostEdge \[[@CR7]\], graph neural networks (GCN, N-GCN \[[@CR1]\], and GAT \[[@CR18]\]), and graph embedding methods (Node2Vec \[[@CR8]\], GraRep \[[@CR2]\], NEU \[[@CR19]\], Struc2Vec \[[@CR13]\], and VERSE \[[@CR17]\]) are used for comparison. We train the models on training/validation sets and report results on the test set. Every reported result is the average of 10 trials using randomly shuffled node sets, and 10% of the nodes are used for testing and validation, respectively. The number of nodes for training is varied. For all neural network models, we set max epochs = 1000, dropout_rate = 0.2, learn_rate = 0.01, and optimizer = *adam*. For GCN-based models, the size of hidden nodes ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K=[2,...,5]$$\end{document}$ and selects the best using validation loss. For importance sampling, \|*S*\| is chosen from \[32, 64, 128, 256, 512\]. For all embedding models, the size of representation was searched in \[32, 64, 128\], and other parameters are set to their defaults. We use GhostEdgeNL and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\text {N-GCN}}_{fc}$$\end{document}$. All experiments were executed on an Intel Xeon Gold 6126 CPU\@2.60 GHz server with 192 GB RAM.Fig. 2.Visualization of node representations from the mirrored Karate network.

Results: Synthetic Data {#Sec11}
-----------------------

The Karate club network \[[@CR21]\] is a graph that is composed of 34 members and 78 interactions among them. To interpret REGNN with respect to capturing roles, we construct a *mirrored* network, which is composed of two copies of the network connected between node 32 and 66, as in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a. We can assume that each node has its own structural role, which connects between different communities. The colors in the graph are chosen according to community IDs after community detection \[[@CR4]\]. Every node that has the same color (i.e., role equivalent) should have similar latent representation when their structural roles are properly captured. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b and Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c show the learned representations of nodes from GCN and REGNN, respectively. Similar to the GCN experiment with the Karate network \[[@CR10]\], a hidden layer of size 2 was inserted before the final softmax layer for visualization of the latent representations. They are visualized in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b and Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c. Labels for training data were chosen from total 8 nodes (two nodes per a community). In the result, GCN fails to distinguish red and green nodes (i.e., the communities overlap), while REGNN separated the nodes from the two communities more effectively. This is evidence that that REGNN's attention layer successfully learned the structural roles by measuring role equivalence.Table 1.Accuracy (%) on Citeseer% Labeled1020304050REGNN**55.0359.0563.1866.8468.74**N-GCN51.9256.8460.6264.2366.07GCN51.4757.4061.7565.0367.36LP53.8057.7861.3763.9866.33NEU49.2955.2657.5459.0559.98GraRep50.0851.9752.5952.8753.48VERSE36.2839.6340.3040.6640.63Struct2Vec36.6539.6741.9743.3543.54Node2Vec52.6454.5056.0556.8757.49GEdgeNL50.1253.9456.2658.3959.49 Table 2.Accuracy (%) on Cora% Labeled1020304050REGNN**76.0480.0482.3784.1985.45**N-GCN72.3178.1680.9181.5584.33GCN71.7577.6080.9382.8084.89LP73.5577.9180.3282.8184.31NEU72.2876.1679.7281.5583.15GraRep72.8574.7175.0275.1675.26VERSE57.0261.5363.4463.8264.32Struct2Vec53.8158.3461.2463.3863.95Node2Vec**76.44**77.8879.2480.2080.04GEdgeNL72.2275.1677.1978.7979.39

Results: Real-World Data {#Sec12}
------------------------

Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} show REGNN node classification performance on the Citeseer, Cora, Facebook, PubMed, and Friendster data as proportion of labeled nodes is varied, compared to other baselines. For GCN, Node2Vec, GraRep, Struct2Vec, VERSE, and NEU, we directly obtain results from official implementations. Classification results of all methods are averaged at each proportion. Bold scores represent the corresponding model is significantly better than the others by paired t-tests (p-value $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$<\!$$\end{document}$ 0.05). In all datasets, REGNN has consistently good results across all label proportions. On the other hand, N-GCN is similar to GCN and LP in Citeseer and Cora, in particular. This indicates that the high-order path information did not help to find better node representations, but the attention over high-order paths helped to increase performance when only known labels are given. Node2Vec and GhostEdge exhibit similar results in most of the datasets, and both achieve good performance at lower label proportions. However, their relative performance often decreases when more labels are available (e.g., in Cora). Struct2Vec and VERSE are not as good as Node2Vec. Since Struct2Vec considers structural similarity only, it does not perform well on most of the datasets. VERSE also learns similarities from Personalized PageRank, which is not helpful for our citation and social network datasets. For PubMed and Friendster, due to the heavy computation cost on the large edges, Struct2Vec, and GhostEdgeNL are not included.Table 3.Accuracy (%) on Facebook% Labeled1020304050REGNN**59.8560.7561.5361.3962.05**N-GCN58.2759.8760.3160.4961.62GCN55.7256.4759.0659.1759.87LP56.2557.3658.4559.5459.83NEU56.2958.5259.9460.2360.88GraRep57.4858.0959.7359.5059.71VERSE53.9456.6757.0956.8957.40Struct2Vec53.3254.4754.7554.8653.56Node2Vec57.2058.0759.9559.7060.36GEdgeNL56.2857.5458.9959.6159.83 Table 4.Accuracy (%) on Pubmed% Labeled1020406080REGNN**79.9582.0083.2183.3084.10**N-GCN78.2481.0481.4182.7283.23GCN77.9480.73**83.3383.7784.36**LP78.9780.6282.1282.7583.28NEU75.5976.7177.5277.9477.86GraRep79.1479.6879.9080.0480.07VERSE**80.44**81.0181.1581.2981.18Node2Vec79.4280.2880.8680.8281.03 Table 5.Accuracy (%) on Friendster% Labeled1015202530REGNN**34.6236.1836.736.9337.02**N-GCN28.9328.5432.0332.5531.89GCN29.729.7430.230.1831.82LP27.1326.3225.7424.4324.43NEU30.2830.7531.0931.1331.4GraRep33.5333.9334.2234.5334.72VERSE32.4133.3334.0133.934.32Node2Vec31.8132.5832.833.2733.36 Table 6.Accuracy (%) on NELLMethodAccuracyExecution time (Secs)REGNN**85.6**740.45N-GCN with IS84.22682.23GCN79.56523.27LP82.671445.41NEU81.252787.72 (training only)GraRep79.252339.96VERSE**85.43**1908.54Node2Vec84.412501.8 (training only)

Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} shows classification performance on the NELL knowledge graph. The result is from the same train/test/validation sets as in \[[@CR20]\]. REGNN shows the best performance but is almost on par with Node2Vec and VERSE. However, the execution time for training was much faster than Node2Vec and VERSE. In particular, Node2Vec and NEU incur a great deal of overhead to generate random walks (4,327.43 s), and their training time to learn embeddings after the generation was also slower than REGNN. We also tested N-GCN with our importance sampling but the accuracy was still lower than REGNN.Fig. 3.Effect of attention mechanism (Y-axis: Accuracy). (Color figure online)

Effect of Attention Mechanism {#Sec13}
-----------------------------

REGNN uses role-based attention to leverage high-order paths. In this section, we report how high-order paths or role-based attention contributes to increasing REGNN's performance. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows comparisons from an ablation study. We compare REGNN (Order = 4), which is the best performing order chosen during parameter selection on the validation data, to REGNN (Order = 1), which denotes a simplified REGNN that still use the role-based attention but does not consider high-order paths. N-GCN and GAT (Order = 4) correspond to versions of our model where the *role equivalence* attention is replaced by the mixing layer used in \[[@CR1]\] and the edge-wise attention of \[[@CR18]\], respectively. For the mixing layer, column-wise concatenation is used. We also compared with the softmax attention of \[[@CR1]\] in our experimental setting, but the concatenation-based mixing layer was more accurate.

In the ablation experiments, REGNN (Order = 4) again achieved the best results across all datasets. Specifically, it performed significantly better (assessed by paired t-tests) than REGNN (Order = 1), GAT (Order = 4), and GAT (Order = 1). In this ablation study, before computing the attentive weights, high-order GCNs are used in the same way for the GAT for fair comparison, but the result is still worse than REGNN (Order = 4). We tested different numbers of multi-headed attentions for GAT, but it did not help much. This means that our attention mechanism can identify more meaningful neighbors than the one used in GAT---at least in our application settings, which focus on label propagation in graphs with few attributes. In addition, when high-order GCNs are not used, REGNN (Order = 1) is worse than the simple GCN (Order = 1) in Citeseer and Cora. This indicates that it is more effective when REGNN combines its latent representations with high-order paths.

Conclusions {#Sec14}
===========

In this paper, we propose REGNN, a Graph Neural Network architecture that uses a novel *Role Equivalence* attention mechanism with higher-order paths. REGNN is able to exploit nodes roles to learn how to focus on relevant neighbors from high-order paths, in order to adaptively reduce the increased noise that occurs when higher-order structures are considered. In our experimental results, REGNN showed significant performance gains compared to state-of-the-art alternatives that use alternative attention mechanisms and/or higher-order paths.
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